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TAKE ME TO SLURPS!
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WELCOME

SHELLABRATE GOOD
BRINE, COME ON!
he very first Halifax Oyster Festival, in 2015,
saw a media organization bringing an eclectic group of seafarmers and partners together
with hundreds of bold eaters, all in hopes of
having a shucking good time. It shouldn’t have
worked. Nova Scotia is famous for lobster, not
oysters, and most local shellfish gets sent out of
the province anyway. But that was then. Today,
oysters are the main event, and we couldn’t be
happier!
I’m thrilled to welcome you to the 5th annual
Halifax Oyster Festival, which has grown to
become the biggest raw bar in Canada. The Coast
is pleased to host oyster fans, oyster farmers
and the bivalve curious to the beautiful Halifax
waterfront for two days of fun.

T

Oyster Fest is a great way to discover that Nova
Scotia oysters are among the best in the world.
Festival attendees can sample a variety of oysters
from Atlantic Canada and abroad, and meet the
seafarmers to learn how the oysters are grown
and harvested, and discover why conditions here
help make the oysters taste so good.
This is a rare opportunity for you to talk with
the growers about their aquaculture. Don’t be
shy, step right up and to speak to the farmer as
they shuck you a fresh oyster on the half shell—
it’s amazing to hear about the years of tending
that lead to this delicacy appearing before you.
Then pair it with your choice of toppings or try it
naked (the way we like it) and enjoy this taste of
the sea.

If you’ve never been to the festival, you’re in
for a treat. If you’re a repeat attendee, you’ll be
happy to hear that we listened to the suggestions from last year to improve entertainment
and eating. For food options beyond your slurps,
The Barrington, Pickford & Black food truck and
Gahan Restaurants have the hook up. They’ve
created a menu that goes from surf (lobster rolls
and oyster po’ boys) to turf (chicken tacos), plus
ever-popular seafood chowder, as well as some
smaller snacks like pretzels and French fries.
With live music starting at the end of the Friday
night session provided by Rankin MacInnis, and
Saturday night’s tunes spun by festival favourite
DJ Jeff Pineau, the vibe will be just right.
In the festival’s backyard, oyster appreciation

is increasing quickly, with local growers sending
more of their product to Halifax restaurants and
grocery stores all year long. In turn, producers
and government regulators are gaining confidence in the appeal of local oysters. Currently in
Nova Scotia, oyster farming is a small part of the
fishery and aquaculture industry, but it has the
most opportunity for growth. To do this will take
huge amounts of planning and investment, as
well as the creation of more coastal leases where
oysters can grow. Safe to say, we love oysters and
we love what they do for our coastal waters.
So welcome to Slurp City! It’s great place to live
and give two shucks about.
—Christine Oreskovich
Festival founder and Coast publisher
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FESTIVAL OYSTERS

MEET YOUR

SEAFARMERS
You’ll enjoy oysters from 20 producers and distributors at the
festival, representing both Atlantic Canada and the world.
PHOTOS BY ALEXA CUDE

Novacotia

S

AQUAPRIME

CABOT OYSTERS

SHIP HARBOUR
902-845-2993
Based on Nova Scotia’s Eastern Shore, they’ll be
serving a selection of local cocktail, small and
large choice oysters.

ANTIGONISH
902-293-7150
With over 20 years experience in the oyster
fishing industry, the Mattie family saw the great
potential in the oysters grown in the nutrient-rich
waters of their native harbours. In 2015, Cabot
Oysters was established and began to produce
oysters out of a small 13-hectare lease in rural
Antigonish County. The company is owned and
operated by the Mattie family and their focus
is a high-quality choice oyster, grown naturally
through bottom culture methods.

BAY ENTERPRISES
MALAGASH
902-257-2690
Bay Enterprises Limited was founded in 1974, but
its oyster heritage goes back a lot further than
that. The company is owned by the Purdy family,
which first started growing oysters in Malagash
in 1867 and received its own leases in 1899. The
Purdy family believes in the sustainable production of oysters and quahogs using traditional and
modern methods that protect the ecology of the
area and provide a safe, nutritious and delicious
product.

BILL & STANLEY OYSTER COMPANY
VERNON RIVER
billandstanleyoysterco@gmail.com
Bill & Stanley Oyster Company is a family business operating out of Atlantic Canada in both
the eastern shore of Nova Scotia and on Prince
Edward Island. The company name is a tribute
to two men: A father and a neighbour who were
influential in the lives of the owners, who wholeheartedly loved raw oysters.
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Cabot Oysters

FESTIVAL OYSTERS
CARIBOU ISLAND OYSTERS

PRISTINE BAY PREMIUM OYSTERS

PICTOU COUNTY
902-305-3509
Jamie Doucette has been farming in Caribou
Harbour since 2013, and when he first brought
his Caribou Island oysters to Halifax restaurants,
they fell in love with the quality. You can now find
his oysters at Lot Six, The Bicycle Thief and The
Press Gang. These oysters are moderately briny
with a hint of vegetable finish and are wild caught
on the shoreline. They each take three to four
years to grow.

NEW GLASGOW
902-759-1211
The waters of the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence
are classified as pristine, so the name came
easy for Stephen MacIntosh and his wife Cathy.
These nutrient-rich waters produce oysters with
a smooth briny taste and deep cup. Pristine
Bay oysters are grown in an area with a history
dating back hundreds of years. Like their oysters,
Stephen and Cathy are lifelong residents of the
area.

SOBER ISLAND OYSTERS
SOBER ISLAND
siol@bellaliant.net
Sober Island is an offering from Mother Nature to
the spirit of the oyster, located on the outskirts
of the garland of islands adorning the Atlantic
coastline of eastern Nova Scotia. Trevor and
Michelle Munroe have built this oyster farm with
passion and dedication since 2004.

SHANDAPH OYSTERS
BIG ISLAND
902-928-8581
ShanDaph Oysters was established in May of
1999, but its roots go back over 30 years. Owner
and operator Philip Docker’s grandparents helped
to re-establish growing and harvesting oysters
from the nutrient-rich waters on the shores of Big
Island and the farm is named in tribute to them.
ShanDaphs are housed in grow units suspended
in a water column where they filter feed on the
tidal waters in the area.

ShanDaph Oysters

DEON OYSTER COMPANY
STE. ANNE DU RUISSEAU
902-648-3472
DEon Oyster Company is home of the beloved
Ruisseau Oyster, a fast-growing,
full-bodied and flavourful oyster grown in the
brackish total waters of Eel Lake.
In 1996, Nolan D’Eon had just put his first 25,000
oysters in the nutrient-rich waters of Eel Lake.
Fast-forward to 2018, and now more than four
million oysters occupy the farm’s growing areas.

Pristine Bay Premium Oysters
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FESTIVAL OYSTERS

Prince Edward
Island
MINI

ATLANTIC SHELLFISH PRODUCTS
INC.
MORELL
902-961-3400
Atlantic Shellfish Products Inc. was founded in
1997 by Russell Dockendorff Jr., building on his
family legacy of farming in PEI’s mussel industry.
The company started by purchasing, grading
and selling wild caught oysters and quahogs, and
they still do, but now have expanded to cultivated
oysters using off-bottom technology. The farm
is now managed by Russell’s daughter Cindy and
son Jacob.

CASCUMPEC BAY OYSTER CO.
ELLERSLIE
martin@oystermail.com
A family run, boutique-style oyster company
committed to growing oysters of the finest quality in a safe and sustainable way. Cascumpec Bay,
nestled in the northwestern end of Prince Edward
Island, is a clean system of rivers and bays where
many oysters are grown. The abundance of salt
water flow from the Gulf of St. Lawrence and the
earthy influence of peat moss is apparent and
gives the company’s oysters a unique flavour and
look.

EAST CAPE OYSTER COMPANY
SOURIS
phil@eastcapeoyster.com
Into the hearts and bellies of oyster fans around
the world, East Cape Oyster Company carries

Bill & Stanley Oyster Company
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billandstanleyoysterco@gmail.com
Bill & Stanley Oyster Company is a family business
operating out of Atlantic Canada in both the eastern

on the legacy of the original founder of the Sand
Dune Selects brand, Tommy Joe MacDonald.
Tommy spent 30 years cultivating and growing
oysters on his leases, and in 2016 East Cape
Oyster Company was born when Phil Enserink,
new founder and operations manager—along
with his crew Jes Trainor, Charles Unman and
Dalton MacDonald—took over the leases close to
Tommy’s family home of Souris PEI.

LESLIE HARDY & SONS LTD.
EAST BIDEFORD
902-831-2577
Home of the world-famous Malpeque oyster,
judged tastiest oyster at the 1900 Paris World’s
Fair. Leslie Hardy & Sons is a family owned and
operated business located in East Bideford,
Prince Edward Island. The Hardy family has been
farming oysters for over four generations. Along
with his four sons and many grandchildren, Leslie
has taken great pride in the quality and delicious
taste that the fresh, clean waters of PEI have to
offer oysters. The Malpeque oyster is the perfect
blend of sweet and salty.

OLD SALT SELECTS
TYNE VALLEY
902-439-1716
Old Salt Selects are farmed from the pristine
waters of western Prince Edward Island, and their
salty flavour is the closest thing to spending a
day on the shores of PEI.

FESTIVAL OYSTERS

RASPBERRY POINT OYSTER CO.
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runswick
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SUBMITTED

CAVENDISH
902-393-8308
Raspberry Point Oyster Co. has been in the
business for over 20 years. Harvested from one
of the most northern stocks of oysters in North
America, they take about six years to reach market size. This cold-water growing area produces
a beautiful three- to three-and-a-half inch oyster.
Raspberry Points and their Lucky Limes partners
have a wonderful salty taste and clean flavour,
with a delightful sweet finish.

MALLET OYSTERS

Cascumpec Bay Oyster Co.

RODNEY’S OYSTER DEPOT
NINE MILE CREEK
902–675–3388
Rodney’s Oyster Depot is a family run enterprise
on PEI where Dean MacEachern, the plant
manager, and founder Rodney Clark spearhead
the operation along with everyone else who helps
to make the whole operation run. Located in Nine
Mile Creek, Rodney’s Oyster Depot works with nature to cultivate and harvest high-quality oysters
to be shipped worldwide. The merroir of their
leases creates the distinct sweet/salty taste due
to the high level of salinity in their tidal waters.

VALLEY PEARL OYSTERS
TYNE VALLEY
902-439-1716
Valley Pearl Oysters was established by two
friends who want people from all over to love
oysters as much as they do. Jeff Noye and
Damien Enman dreamed about opening Valley
Pearl for many years and in 2017 they finally did
it! Straight out of the famous Malpeque Bay, they
have a salty beginning with a sweet finish.

A NOTICE ABOUT NATURE
Oyster Fest is an unparalled chance to enjoy
fresh, natural seafood with the people who
produce it. That’s what makes it great! But
getting this close to the source also means
being effected by the unpredictability of
oyster farming. While all of the farms listed
in this guide are committed to come to
the festival as of press time, the potential
for growing conditions to change in the
days leading up to the fest means none are
guaranteed to attend. Sorry, but sometimes
nature happens.

SHIPPAGAN
506-336-4837
La Saint-Simon oysters are grown in floating
oyster bags in Saint-Simon Bay, a coastal inlet
surrounded by peat bogs and salt marshes. These
pristine environmental conditions account for
the oyster’s high meat yield and distinctive salty
flavour. The movement of the floating bag ensures
a clean shell and a uniform shape. Prior to marketing, the oysters are cleaned, graded and placed on
tables in the intertidal zone to improve their shelf
life. In addition to growing its own supply, Mallet
Oysters purchases from other growers in SaintSimon Bay whose oysters meet its quality criteria.

CHEBOOKTOOK OYSTERS
(ALLIANCE SEAFOOD)
BOUCTOUCHE BAY
neil@allianceseafood.ca
Born in 1995, Serge LeBlanc, a graduate from the
University of Moncton in biology, knew that the
ideal conditions of Bouctouche Bay would allow
the native Crassostrea Virginica oyster to be
cultivated and served on dinner plates around the
world. His philosophy was to get the oysters off
the sea floor, away from mud flats, and position
them at the right depth in the water column
where phytoplankton is most abundant—then
with a little care, nature would do the rest. Chebooktook is the original Mi’kmaq name meaning
“Great Little Harbour.” This was later adapted to
the word Bouctouche as it is known by today.

International

RAPPAHANNOCK OYSTER COMPANY
CHESAPEAKE BAY
INFO@RROYSTERS.COM
Originally, the goal was to revive their grandfather’s oyster company in 2001 when the
Chesapeake Bay had just recorded its lowest
oyster harvest in history. Nearly all of the oysters
being processed in the Bay were being trucked
in from the Gulf of Mexico. Just a little over a
decade later, Virginia is seeing harvest tallies
not witnessed in a generation and now leads the
entire east coast of the US in oyster production.
Now the goal is to celebrate good food grown
well.
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SHUCK OFF
OYFFICIALS

PHOTOS BY RILEY SMITH

THE
SHUCKING
JUDGES

LENNY MULLINS

Meet Oyster Fest’s 2019
supreme court.

EAMON CLARKE
Eamon Clarke of Rodney’s Oyster House
is a Canadian record holder for oyster
shucking: He has won The Canadian Oyster
Shucking Championship nine years in
a row. If anyone knows what a perfectly
shucked oyster looks like, it’s Eamon.

NOVA SCOTIA OYSTER
SHUCKING CHAMPIONSHIP
Eating is only part of the fun at the festival—witnessing the unique sport of
competitive shucking is a reason to attend all on its own.

RYAN WILLIAMS

H

JASON WOODSIDE
PEI’s Oyster Wizard! Jason Woodside is the
2004 and 2006 Canadian Oyster Shucking
Champion, with 20 years of first-hand
experience with oyster production in
Canada. Jason has an intimate knowledge
of the PEI oyster industry and spends his
time educating the public and foodservice
professionals.
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alifax Oyster Festival is home to the Nova
Scotia Oyster Shucking Championship. The
John Bil Memorial Trophy will be awarded to the
fastest shucker in honour of the late John Bil.
Known as an “icon in Canadian seafood,” Bil was
a host and judge in the first years of the Halifax
Oyster Festival, and was very generous with his
time and wisdom.
The way the championship works, the Friday
night and Saturday afternoon sessions are open
to amateur shuckers. Saturday night is time
for the pros to compete for bragging rights and
cash, trying to dethrone JF Daigle from Maison
BeauSoleil, the 2018 champion.
David Burns will be here to host the 5th annual
Nova Scotia Oyster Shucking Championship. This
year will be David’s first time at Halifax Oyster
Festival—although it’s always been on his list!
Catch Burns on stage during Oyster Festival at
any of our three sessions. He’s a storyteller, so no
doubt you’ll learn a lot from him!
Our correspondent, Ashley Corbett, asked him
important questions leading up to the festival.

The Coast

HOW DO YOU EAT YOUR OYSTERS?
“A little bit of lemon goes a long way for me, I love
lemon on oysters! But if I’m having quite a few,
that’s when I’ll get into the mignonettes. I also
like hot sauce but find it just masks the taste too
much.”

WHAT DO YOU LOVE TO TALK ABOUT
WHEN IT COMES TO OYSTERS?
“I love the sustainability of oysters, and that
they’re so good for you. I love that you can have
an oyster farm less than a kilometer away from
another farm and the oysters taste completely
different. I also love speaking about the geography of it all, where the oysters are from.”

WHAT ARE YOUR TOP TIPS FOR
SHUCKING OYSTERS?
“A) Slow and steady wins the race.
B) Quality, not quantity: you want a perfectly
shucked oyster that’s going to be palatable,
exotic and tastes great on your palate.”

Saturday he’ll award the trophy, $500 cash and
an exclusive “I Found The Hinge” pin to Nova
Scotia’s 2019 champ.
For reference, JF Daigle’s winning time last year
was 65.02 seconds to open a dozen oysters. That
is shucking fast!

CAN I ENTER THE
NOVA SCOTIA SHUCKING
COMPETITION?
Yes, you can! Competitive oyster shucking is high-energy fun for spectators and
participants, and racing to open 12 oysters
as quickly and cleanly as possible is a great
way to improve your shucking game. Amateurs compete Friday night and Saturday
afternoon. Register at Oysterfest.ca by
Friday morning to compete. (The “Register
for Shucking Competition” link is at the
bottom of every page on the site).

THE COAST

THIS IS WHAT A
NOVA SCOTIA
PEARL LOOKS LIKE

TRUE GRIT

IT’S ALL
ABOUT
THEM
PEARLS

Proud to be
covering the
city and the
community for
the last 26 years.
thecoast.ca

Did you know that there are two types of
pearls? It’s true: saltwater and freshwater.
The big, beautiful, juicy pearls that you find
strung around someone’s neck are usually
freshwater. Saltwater pearls are typically
smaller and rounder than their freshwater
counterparts. Most pearls are cultured
deliberately through human interaction
with oysters. Naturally occuring pearls are
a much rarer proposition. They do happen,
but they don’t look jewellery-ready. In your
Oyster Fest oysters, look for tiny, white
pebbles that resemble baby
teeth. Make sure not to look
past them! If you take
your time and savour
your delicious oyster,
you could find one
of these little
rare gems—with
60,000 oysters
on site there
are bound to
be one or two.
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HOW TO FEST

from the main gates at the corner of Lower Water
and Salter Streets. Gates open to general ticket
holders at the session’s listed starting time—
7pm Friday and Saturday night, 12pm Saturday
afternoon. We invite general ticket holders to
line up at the gate 15 or 20 minutes ahead of the
session starting time, so we can pre-scan your
ticket and make sure you’re cleared to enjoy the
shucking as soon as it begins. There is no need
to arrive any earlier: We get people through the
gates pretty quickly. For VIPearl ticket holders,
there is an expedited entry line. VIPs are allowed
exclusive entry to the event 45 minutes before
anyone else. If you have a VIPearl ticket, please
arrive 45 minutes before the session begins to
take advantage of this perk. And if you purchased
a weekend pass make sure to visit the box office
to collect your pearl pack full of festival perks!

WHAT CAN I BUY IN THE OYSTER
FESTIVAL STORE?

WHAT DOES MY VIPEARL
FESTIVAL TICKET INCLUDE?

End of September, early October is the start of
the best oyster season on the east coast, when
the water’s getting cold—reducing risks of the
sorts of shellfish problems you sometimes hear
about on the news—and the oysters are getting
fat and juicy.

RILEY SMITH

A VIPearl ticket includes 45 minutes early
entrance to the festival grounds to meet oyster
producers in a smaller group, as well as entrance
to the VIPearl Lounge. Inside the lounge, VIPs
have access to a private bar and exclusive,
complimentary menu options (food/drink tickets
are needed).

COME OUT OF YOUR
SHELL AT HALIFAX
OYSTER FESTIVAL
Our best tips for festival-goers.

WILL THERE BE TICKETS
AVAILABLE AT THE DOOR?
Yes, but we suggest getting tickets in advance to
avoid lines and to make sure you aren’t shuckoutta-luck when the festival sells out. Buy yours
at Oysterfest.ca today.

WHAT ABOUT LIVE MUSIC?
We have you covered! On Friday night we’ll
welcome Rankin MacInnis and his band for some
good ol’ fashion Celtic tunes. Rumour has it,
oysters make you feel like dancing. Throughout
the rest of the festival we have brought back Jeff
Pineau as our resident DJ to help you get “gritty”
with it!

ARE OYSTERS HEALTHY AND
SAFE TO EAT?

T

hat’s right Halifax, we are back and we are better than ever! Welcome to the 5th annual Halifax
Oyster Festival, and get ready to experience Canada’s biggest raw bar right here on the Halifax
waterfront. Five years ago when we started thinking about this event, we were surprised to find that
despite how many oyster farms exist here in Nova Scotia and how much Halifax LOVES its oysters,
there was no shellfish festival to speak of. Enter the Halifax Oyster Festival, where farmers, oyster
lovers, restaurants and other local oyster-loving partners are brought together under a big pearly white
tent to celebrate our favourite little sustainable sea creature. Not only are oysters delicious, but they
are also great for our health and even better for our oceans. Shell yeah!
Some of the best oysters in the world are farmed right here in the Maritimes, and yet you almost
never get the opportunity to speak with the person who grows that oyster, or the chance to learn about
the five-to-seven years it’s been cared for before it reaches your mouth. We are here to bridge that
gap. At the festival be sure to chat with the farmer as they pass you a freshly-shucked oyster, so you
can learn about the various ways oysters are farmed and understand how the same species raised in
different locations can taste so different.
With 20 farms on site you can truly taste the difference a shore makes.
So go ahead, get your shuck on.

NOVA SCOTIA HAS OYSTERS?
Naturally! And they are some of the tastiest in
the world. The local industry is relatively young,
especially compared to the lobster fishery, but
new oyster farms are opening every year and
our producers are winning personalities whose
passion for quality is infectious. At the festival
you will meet seafarmers like Nolan D’Eon—
whose family has been farming oysters on Eel
Lake for over 25 years—and Philip Docker from
ShanDaph, whose grandparents helped establish
the growing of oysters on the pristine shores of
Big Island, and many more working year round to
produce some of the tastiest morsels around.

WHERE IS THE FESTIVAL?
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On the Halifax waterfront. The festival is centrally
located at the base of Salter Street in the parking
lot between Halifax Harbour and Lower Water
Street. You can’t miss the big pearly white tent
and the smell of salty brine.
Hot tip: Visit our pop-up oyster bike on the
Halifax waterfront this week for a quick shucking
demo.

HOW DO I GET INTO THE FESTIVAL?
Once you have purchased your ticket at
Oysterfest.ca you can enter the festival grounds

The impressive health benefits of oysters come
from their vast stockpiles of minerals, vitamins
and organic compounds, They are the world’s
best source of naturally occuring zinc, which
helps your immune system, improves brain function and is great for your heart health, too.
As for safety, all Oyster Festival producers go
through Canadian Food Inspection Agency testing to ensure the highest standards. The oceans
are the warmest they have ever been (if you
thought global warming was fake, ask a seafarmer), which encourages the growth of various
organisms detrimental to oysters and humans,
and causes more intense weather events (like
Hurricane Dorian) that can ravage oyster beds
and leases and prevent harvesting, so we take
pride in knowing that every oyster on site has
been through the CFIA testing process. Because
of this, we may switch out farmers during the
festival if their bounty does not pass this testing.

WHAT ABOUT LINEUPS INSIDE
THE TENT?
When we say this is a festival like no other, we
mean it. Once you are in the tent, you’ll lean in to
that Maritime hospitality. If you see a booth with
oysters at it, reach out and grab one! No need to
wait in a line! Don’t worry if you don’t always see
oysters at every booth, we stagger deliveries to
each booth to make sure each oyster you slurp is
fresh as can be. When we re-stock booths there
will be a sign on the booth but you can make your
way to the next available oyster you see!

This year we will have sweatshirts, t-shirts, shucking boards from Back Bay Oyster Boards, hot
sauce and books. These items make great gifts
for yourself and other oyster fans in your life.

CAN I BRING MY WATER BOTTLE?
Yes, and you can fill it, too. Halifax Water will be
onsite with their mobile water station.

WILL THERE BE ALCOHOL?
Yes. In keeping with the local theme of the
festival, we will be serving Nova Scotian wine,
NS Spirit Co. spirits and Caesars, and beer from
Upstreet Brewing.

WHY ISN’T THE FESTIVAL IN THE
SUMMER?

HOW MUCH DOES EXTRA FOOD
AND DRINK COST?
As well as offering Nova Scotian wine, NS Spirit
Co. spirits and Caesars, and beer from Upstreet
Brewing for purchase, we are happy to offer a full
menu of food that perfectly suits your bivalve
diet. The team at Pickford & Black have concocted an amazing menu! Try a traditional east coast
lobster roll, chowder or one of our non-seafood
sliders. Pair it with a NS Spirit Co. product at our
full service bar. These additional items can be
purchased on site with food/drink tickets. Items
run 5-10 tickets each. Ticket costs $1.
Hot tip: Pre-purchase in packs of 20 when you
buy your festival pass to skip the lines. Individual
tickets available on site.

ARE KIDS ALLOWED TO COME?
Minors are welcome to join in the Saturday
afternoon session, as long as they’re accompanied by a parent or guardian. Children age 2 and
under get in free. This has changed from previous
years as our new liquor license provisions require
us to account for all minors onsite. We also need
to make sure everyone has a ticket. In past years
we noticed small people eat big. But if your little
one doesn’t like oysters, feel free to buy them
a NOYPSTER PASS (AKA: no oysters for me
please).
The Friday and Saturday night sessions are 19+
only, and way too salty for kids.

WILL THERE BE AN ATM ON SITE?
Yes. Be aware there is a service charge.

DO I HAVE TO GET ALL DRESSED UP?
Not at all. This isn’t oysters-and-champagne at
the opera. Oyster Festival is a fun event on the
Halifax waterfront in a big white unheated tent,
and it’s happening rain or shine or hurricane.
So the dress code is simply…Maritime. Wear
your rubber boots, put on a scarf because the
temperature is going to dip. These oysters are
worth wearing a sweater for, but don’t forget your
pearls.

HOT DIGGITY SAUCE!
We have lemons and hot sauce at each booth
to pair with your oysters. This year we wanted
to recognize all those home chefs out there! If
you have a secret sauce you LOVE having with
oysters, bring a mason jar of it up to the shucking
stage and let our judges test it out. We might have
a special prize for the best in sauce!

